Normative mechanisms in modern Russian society have been intensively changed, and this creates a real problem for the normalization process. The study of this problem refers to the current problems of the norm theory. The article is devoted to the investigation of normativity in the light of ecological linguistics, the origins of normativity and the principles of normativity valuation. Destabilizing factors in the development of the modern Russian language, according to the authors of the article are manipulation, verbal aggression as well as excessive foreign borrowings, slang, which displace native words of the literary language, which have a huge linguistic and cultural potential and convey important ethical concepts. Regulatory processes are being considered from the point of view of language-homeostasis that gives an opportunity to value some phenomenon as constructive or destructive one in terms of ability to survive.
Introduction
Social processes of last decades actually led to so-called environmental crisis of the Russian language (Epstein, 2006; Khazagerov , 2012; Skovorodnikov, 2013) . The environmental crisis of the Russian language is manifested in the impoverishment of verbal communication in Russian, in the rapid reduction of vocabulary employment not only by some social groups of native speakers, but in reducing the national vocabulary as a whole. Most of the "acquisitions" of the Russian language in recent years are not from the native language. The ecological crisis of the Russian language cannot be overcome without intensive discussion of all of these "touchy subjects".
The language ecology tries to present an objective picture of the language state, to assess it properly, to draw attention to the dangers and to suggest possible means of enhancing and saving of the language resources. It is important to follow ecological principle (which is known to be formed in medicine -"do no harm"). In the context of ideas of linguistic ecology the mass education of people who speak the language, the fostering language community with good skills of speech, communication culture, the maintaining the communicative space in general are understood as a common welfare for native speakers (Brusenskaya, 2012) . The present article, in addition to linguistic aspects, is also performing this social function.
Language is the only thing that can enrich the consciousness with the available common senses, it is the only factor making citizens close to each other. Neither political nor religious ideology can unite our society. Unity has been given to us in the common language.Under the dominant idea of norms plurality and orientation to their non-rigid codification, there is the notion of undermining the norms of the literary language, serious and even dangerous condition in modern Russian literary language (Brusenskaya and Kulikova, 2016; Korosteleva, 2015) .
Some scholars consider that fiction is losing its function to form language norm instead of this the mass media is establishing language criteria now (Neshimenko, 2001; Khazagerov, 2003; Kulikova and Kuznetsova, 2015; Rampton, 2006) , the issue of the real possibility of maintaining standards with mass media remains open. The change of social and information contexts in which the process of norms formation is going on requires the extension of the context of norm category investigation.
Methods
Work methodology is based on the combination of pan chronic (implying the use of speculative, logistic, scholastic methods) and diachronic (implying an appeal to empirical data with wider use of extra-linguistic reality) approaches to the language. Consequently, the leading method is an extrapolation of language theories emerged in certain historical environment to the circumstances of a new historical reality.
Results
The basis of regulatory submissions is based on two fundamentally different approaches: modern approach, connected with the idea of variance and describing language (including stylistic and communicative) norm, and the ancient one associated with the representation of the anomaly on the basis of metaphase (converting form) and describing the rhetorical norm. The difference between these two approaches is fundamental. The difference between the language norm and the rhetorical one is fundamental, too.
Modern views on deviation as "other rule", "norms liberalization", preference of non-rigid codification, etc. indicate the pressure of rhetorical norm onto the language one (Khazagerov, 2011; 2015) , that is especially noticeable in relation to communicative norm. Such position is mirror-symmetrical to the normative theories of rhetoric (e.g., rhetoric of classicism) which was influenced by the language norm. Contemporary Russian Society
The unequal strength of norms demonstrates different speed of information exchange between the environment and different subsystems of the same system. Functionally it is like the renewal of the living organism cells or personnel rotation in the institution. It is necessary to maintain each subsystem, its cultivation. If cultivation is not possible, collapse of a subsystem or the entire system occurs.
The "imperative" nature of the legal norms and variability, fluctuation and variability of language norms are in some contradiction, and as a result the linguists are often not able to reach any definite and final "verdict". Apparently, in order to characterize the pragmatic aspects of normativity it is legitimate to introduce one more type of norm, i.e. ethical-speech norm.
Codification is the final result of the language reflection, and the question whether this is professional reflection or not, whether it has institutional forms, if it is represented in texts or disparate statements should probably be solved in different ways in each historical case.
It is advisable to consider the level of language reflection (for example, connotation of language phenomena) as a part of the language situation. Forms of language reflection, their character is an important subsystem of language activity.
Discussion
Recently a special type of norms has been actualized. This type of norm is associated with the concept of communication ethics -the ethic-linguistic (or ethico-linguistic) norm. Ethical standards include such things as kindness, compassion, honesty, unselfishness, caring, respect for people, etc. In the communication process, these properties are manifested as politeness, tact, sensitivity, correctness, delicacy, courtesy, modesty, sincerity. They eliminate rude, aggressive behavior that makes communication ineffective, leads to interpersonal conflicts and has a negative impact on emotional and psychological state of communicants.
Ethic-linguistic norm violation is often associated with the fact that the communicants do not consider pragmatic co-meaning of the word. Lexical meaning is multi-tiered, in addition to the actual semantic content, has pragmatics in the broadest sense of the term. Pragmatics is connected with cultural component of lexical semantics. The present point of view, according to the distinction, made between semantic (cognitive) meaning and pragmatic one, which lies in the lexical-semantic field of the general word meaning, became well-known, and textbooks addressed to students demonstrate the definitions of pragmatic meaning. Pragmatic meaning is information expressed and got with signs about subjective, connotative emotional attitude of the speaker to the subject, which has a verbal designation, and to the word itself. Thus, pragmatics is primarily correlated with the connotative component of lexical semantics, and non-verbal, implicit meanings help the word to absorb new revelation of thought.
Not only linguistic understanding of the lexical norm itself is important in the context of linguistic ecology, because the use of words is inseparable from the categories of ethics. A.P. Skovorodnikov (2013) speaks even about the discipline of linguistic ethics. Of course, many ethical and linguistic norms are observed by people intuitively, without special study of these norms. It is impossible to tell "good morning" to the person, who had misfortune that day.
A.P. Romanenko suggests that mass media "constantly cultivates festive, upbeat mood", the most popular words "having an entertainment-silly semantics" (Romanenko, 2007, P. 515 ).
The more normative language the more its status. Nowadays on the contrary in modern communicative environment there is appropriate clarification the more status of a person who speaks language the more normative language is. Language liberty is forgiven to the person with high social status, but it is unforgivable for others. This will be found quite acceptable, even decent, and expressive. According to A. M. Holomeyenko (2014) , samples of the works by authority writers, known in Soviet times, demonstrate how the threshold of permissibility of using of invectives has decreased. Nowadays some famous authors in their texts use words unprintable before without any hone or other ways of euphemization.
The problem of a special kind of human rights -linguistic right -is very relevant today. This right also includes linguistic ecology: according to this right a person should not be in the language environment alien to him/her, which can lead him/her to the fact of suffering communication failure. The violation of linguistic rights results in humiliation and stress that people usually suffer from obscene language, thus, society is obliged to protect "linguoecologic right" of the person, the "linguoecologic right" protection are "duties" of law.
The right to linguistic ecology overlaps and is closely linked to the right of the individual to protect his own honor and dignity. The frequency of lawsuits based on offences of honor and dignity demands close professional cooperation of philologists and lawyers.
One of the main goals of the new discipline of legal linguistics is legal regulation of obscene language. Although these lexical units traditionally (at the beginning of the legal linguistics formation) were in the focus of law linguists, there are still no legal recommendations of their usage. Works studying data from experiments and surveys conducted among native speakers, typological descriptions of situations and spheres of the use of certain language units and frequency, researching Russian linguistic-cultural tradition in their use, the degree of invectives of these words, the classification of obscene expressions on the scale of invectives could be valuable for legal linguistics. But the difficulties related to legal regulation of invective language are connected with the fact that many native speakers think that invective vocabulary performs the natural function, even useful (supposing that the invectives do not demonstrate aggression in society, but on the contrary they help to reduce its breeding, transferring aggression from the field of business into the field of words).
Today the problem connected with the offensive sound of the word, is becoming increasingly important in the legal continuum. But Russian lawyers still do not have enough opportunities to define the legal boundaries of these phenomena: what language unit is definitely offensive and what language unit is justifiable by some conditions (time, place, etc.) This problem has not been solved even relating to undisputed obscenism.
Pedagogical projection of this problem is very important in the context of linguistic ecology. In this regard, the work by I.A. Sternin (2011) is very demonstrative. The author suggests the following: 1. to develop speech of children; 2. to explain that profanity is unacceptable not at all, but only in public places; 3. to invent one's own words which may be used instead of obscenism; 4. not to forbid but to allow and to limit.
Pedagogical struggle against the foul language has always been "destroyed" by examples of its usage in the texts of credible writers.
Effectiveness of these words is not questioned, it is clear, however there is a necessity to provide them with formal bans (quite legitimate ones!). Contemporary Russian Society I.A. Sternin (2011) draws an analogy with the ancient theater. Death, murder were often the subject matter of tragedies, but there was a ban: killing was not supposed to be on the stage.
In everyday life people use the invectives to respond something causing disgust, and in a polemical text the obscenism is used to convey this condition. And since anger of the author is quite righteous, the reader accepts the form in which it is expressed.
Ethical-speech norm is correlated with such important communicative trend, as political correctness. Political correctness is a special deterrent, a way to avoid verbal aggression, the way to avoid verbal agression causing different kinds of conflicts. Of course, elements of political correctness have always existed in any society. That allowed the members of the society to coexist wth each other. It's kind of a voluntary social contract. The negative consequences of such a contract sometimes are dissemination of ambiguous, inaccurate, the use of euphemisms. Euphemisms soften the reaction of the listener, but do not contribute to clarity, precision and unambiguity of expression.
Political correctness requires rethinking and change of language norms, even grammar ones (connected with, for example, the morphological category of gender) and finds artificial normalization useful. Obviously, moderate manifestations of ideas of political correctness are more relevant for environmental principles.
Verbal manipulation is ethical-linguistic norm violation because it is not consistent with the principles of sincere and benevolent attitude to the addressee, as well as with the maxims of quality, completeness and sensitivity. If deliberate deception (e.g. in advertising) is punishable, manipulative techniques are outside legal regulation. The society realizes that "great danger to the public is false advertising, misleading consumers.
Ethical-speech errors occur when the speaker ignores the ethical and aesthetic component of speech culture, which in the Russian speech tradition involves the special role of categories of sensitivity, delicacy, peacefulness, mercy. Knowledge of the rules of speech influence, a clear distinction of its types gives the opportunity to improve the communication process, to eliminate failures and misunderstandings in communication
Conclusion
There a lot of "pain" points in modern communication: incorrect advertising, unmotivated use of borrowings, manipulative strategies and tactics in political discourse, extremely high level of aggressiveness in the speech behavior of people (everyday conversation, parliamentary debates) It is clear that verbal aggression reflects a more deep-seated aggressiveness due to its prolonged suppression with external forces, as well as fear of the outside world. A very negative expressivity in disputes, the rigidity in the evaluation of the interlocutor behavior are allowed today, etc. Genre of verbal invective has been intensified. It is based not only on permissible in the literary language means to discredit the opponent, but on the expressive turns of speech that are far beyond the ethical-linguistic norms.
The extent of publicly acceptable speech has been much increased in the minds of the people. The normative space of the modern Russian language has been transformered under the influence of new information technologies and means of communication. Computer communication develops in accordance with the laws of mass culture and the processes of globalization, is a catalyst of manifestation of the expressive potentials of language, leads to the
